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Using the honeybee, MuÈ ller combined clever experi- Thomas J. Carew
Department of Neurobiology and Behaviormental techniques with the power of the PER prepara-
University of California, Irvinetion to provide a major advance in forging links between
Irvine, California 92697cellular mechanisms and behavioral LTM. First, by
blocking cAMP in the brain at different times before
or after training, he established that formation of LTM Selected Reading
requires PKA activity during a narrow time window, dur-
Abel, T., Nguyen, P.V., Barad, M., Deuel, T.A.S., and Kandel, E.R.ing conditioning and not longer than 25 min afterward.
(1997). Cell 88, 615±626.Moreover, MuÈ ller showed that a single pairing trial
Bacskai, B.J., Hochner, B., Mahaut-Smith, M., Adams, S.R., Kaang,(which does not produce LTM) leads to a transient acti-
B.-K., Kandel, E.R., and Tsien, R.Y. (1993). Science 260, 222±226.
vation of PKA in the ALs, whereas three pairing trials
Bartsch, D., Casadio, A., Karl, K.A., Serodio, P., and Kandel, E.R.
(which do produce LTM) lead to a persistent activation (1998). Cell 95, 211±223.
of PKA in the ALs. Most convincingly, by means of local
Carew, T.J. (1996). Neuron 16, 5±8.
photolysis release of caged cAMP in the ALs , MuÈ ller was
Davis, R.L., Cherry, J., Dauwalder, B., Han, P.L., and Skoulakis, E.
able to artificially prolong the PKA activation induced by (1995). Mol. Cell. Biochem. 149, 271±278.
a single pairing trial and, in so doing, test the hypothesis Fiala, A., MuÈ ller, U., and Menzel, R. (1999). J. Neurosci. 19, 10125±
that the persistence of PKA activation, specifically, was 10134.
linked to the formation of LTM. He found that a single Hammer, M., and Menzel, R. (1995). J. Neurosci. 15, 1617±1630.
pairing trial coupled with the prolongation of local PKA Menzel, R. (1999). J. Comp. Physiol. A 185, 323±340.
activation gave rise to LTM. This powerful result reflects MuÈ ller, U., and Carew, T.J. (1998). Neuron 21, 1423±1434.
a ªgain of functionº (see Carew, 1996) and provides Silva, A.J., Kogan, J.H., Frankland, P.W., and Kida, S. (1998). Annu.
compelling evidence that PKA not only plays a critical Rev. Neurosci. 21, 127±148.
role in LTM formation but that a specific temporal pattern Yin, J.C.P., Del Vecchio, M., Zhou, H., and Tully, T. (1995). Cell 81,
107±115.of PKA activation is essential. Finally, a caveat: the mag-
Yin, J.C.P., Wallach, J.S., Del Vecchio, M., Wilder, E.L., Zhou, H.,nitude of LTM induced by local activation of PKA in the
Quinn, W.G., and Tully, T. (1994). Cell 79, 49±58.ALs does not reach the level of memory induced by
multiple training trials, suggesting that other brain areas
(e.g., the mushroom bodies) or other molecular cas-
cades contribute to the overall expression of LTM in the
intact animal.
A final series of experiments shed light on the up- Teaching the Brain to See
stream events that lead to persistent PKA activation
during conditioning trials. Previous work from MuÈ ller's
laboratory had implicated the activity of nitric oxide syn-
How do some people identify a wine by year and vine-
thase (NOS) in LTM formation. In the present study,
yard, while others struggle to discriminate Pinot Gris,
MuÈ ller showed that the prolonged activation of PKA in Chablis, and Chardonnay ? How do experts learn to see
the ALs induced by multiple training trials was blocked
meaning in brain scans and X rays, while novices see
by inhibition of NOS. Additional biochemical experi- incomprehensible splotches of black, white, and gray?
ments showed that NO activates PKA in the ALs via Practice makes perfectÐor, at least, practice makes
cGMP. Finally, and again most convincingly, MuÈ ller much better. In recent years, behavioral and cognitive
showed that local uncaging of cGMP in the ALs (by neuroscientists have become increasingly interested in
photolysis) could also combine with a single pairing trial the effects of practice and learning on brain and behav-
in the induction of LTM. Taken together, these data ior, and some of the most exciting research has been
support the hypothesis that the NO/cGMP system within done in the area of perceptual learning.
the ALs contributes to the prolongation of PKA activa- It is now well established that the ability to discrimi-
tion induced by multiple conditioning trials. nate sensory stimuli improves with practice, and that
Elucidating the cellular and molecular mechanisms such improvements are often highly specific to trained
underlying long-term memory is a daunting task. Part stimuli and maintained over quite long periods of time
of the problem is that this endeavor ideally requires (Sagi and Tanne, 1994). It is also well established that
experiments that traverse several levels of analysis, from neuronal responses change with learning, at the level
behavior, to systems of neurons, to synapses, to mole- of individual cells, populations of cells within one cortical
cules. No preparation exists that has equal power at area, and functional connections across cortical areas
each of these levels. Thus, progress in this field requires (Buonomano and Merzenich, 1998). For example, after
combining the insights gained from several preparations learning, z25% of neurons in inferotemporal cortex
and several levels of analysis. The paper by MuÈ ller pro- show object selectivity for previously novel visual ob-
vides important links between bona fide behavioral jects (Logothetis et al., 1995; Kobatake et al., 1998).
memory and the dynamics of a specific second messen- Such a result suggests that neurons become more se-
ger system in a restricted brain region. These insights lectively tuned to objects through experience. However,
certainly add to the growing body of evidence implicat- learning is also frequently accompanied by a decline of
ing identified molecular cascades, such as PKA-medi- neuronal responsiveness. Although, at first glance, this
ated CREB activation, in the induction of long-lasting result may seem counterintuitive, researchers have sug-
gested that such a decline may reflect an increasedmemories.
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efficiency of processing stimuli with increased familiar- by these neurons. One possible explanation for the re-
duction is that object recognition is based on interac-ity. However, little, if any, direct support for this theory
tions among PF cells, and that there are constraintshas been provided.
on the number of interactions that can be processedIn an article in the current issue of Neuron, Rainer and
optimally. In other words, the costs of including addi-Miller (2000) describe an elegant study designed to fill
tional weakly selective cells may outweigh the benefits.that gap. Rainer and Miller trained monkeys to discrimi-
Under these conditions, pruning the neural representa-nate particular sets of objects, presented in varying
tion to a small set of informative cells might significantlyamounts of visual noise (or degradation). The effect of
improve behavioral performance. Another possibility islearning was apparent in terms of both behavioral and
that the initial neural representation of a set of unfamiliarphysiological responses. When the stimuli were de-
objects consists of many cells whose responses aregraded by noise, monkeys performed more accurately
highly correlated with each other, and that learning re-with familiar stimuli than with novel stimuli. In other
moves neuronal responses to reduce redundancy andwords, degraded familiar objects could be discriminated
improve efficiency (Barlow, 1990). Unfortunately, almostfrom one another better than degraded unfamiliar ob-
nothing is known about how learning affects correlationsjects. Such behavioral effects of learning were corre-
among PF cells, or how the responses are convertedlated with several physiological changes in the prefron-
into a perceptual decision (but see Kim and Shadlen,tal (PF) cortex. First, the responsiveness of PF neurons
1999). It will take very clever experiments to determinedeclined as a function of learning, in terms of both maxi-
if either of these factors contributes to the physiologicalmum firing rate and the number of selectively tuned
and behavioral changes observed during learning.neurons for nondegraded stimuli. Second, although
Although Rainer and Miller's results indicate that morefewer PF neurons responded selectively to familiar stim-
information is transmitted by PF cells after learning, theiruli, those neurons were slightly, but significantly, more
data do not specify how this increase occurs. Fromnarrowly tuned to particular nondegraded stimuli than
an information-processing perspective, there are twowere neurons that responded to unfamiliar stimuli. Third,
possibilities. First, learning could alter the features thatsome degree of object selectivity was maintained in PF
cells represent, so that only highly informative featuresneurons over larger amounts of stimulus degradation
are encoded at the end of learning. Second, the featuresfor familiar objects than for unfamiliar objects.
represented by PF cells might remain the same, butThese results are exciting because they provide the
variability in the neural responses could decrease withbest evidence to date that decreased neuronal activity is
learning. Gold et al. (1999) used psychophysical tech-actually accompanied by a greater selectivity for learned
niques to examine which of these factors contributestimuli. The results also show that the largest behavioral
to perceptual learning in human observers. Like Rainerand physiological benefits of learning actually occur with
and Miller, Gold et al. found that learning improves thedegraded stimuli. Furthermore, across all levels of deg-
recognition of complex patterns embedded in varyingradation, there is a striking and suggestive correlation
amounts of visual noise. In a critical experiment, Goldbetween the extent to which learning improves overall
et al. presented identical stimulus and noise combina-performance of the animal and the extent to which learn-
tions on more than one trial and recorded the consis-ing improves PF neurons' ability to discriminate stimuli.
tency of each observers' responses. This measure ofThe present study also represents significant method-
response consistency can be used to estimate the inter-ological advances over previous research. In particular,
nal noise that affects an observer's decision. For exam-Rainer and Miller use a within-animal design, enabling
ple, a system that contained no internal noise wouldthe direct comparison of various stimulus conditions
respond with perfect consistency. Of course, the humanand ensuring that comparable regions of PF were tested
visual system is noisy, and so human observers are notfor novel and familiar stimuli. In addition, great care was
perfectly consistent. The important result from Gold et
taken in designing stimulus sets that were equated for
al. was that response consistency did not vary as a
global properties, such as spatial frequency, luminance,
function of learning, suggesting that internal noise re-
and color. mained constant, even when sensitivity increased by up
Of course, as with most important research, the re- to 400%. Thus, the results of Gold et al. imply that learn-
sults of this study lead to more questions than answers. ing affects the signal but not noise.
For example, why does learning reduce neural activity? One obvious way to increase the discriminative signal
What aspect of information is altered by learning? And is to encode informative features. Assume for the mo-
how are the physiological changes in PF related to ment that observers encode patterns with linear tem-
changes in other brain regions? plates or receptive fields. Ideal observer theory can be
In what sense does the reduction in neural activity used to derive the templates that maximize perfor-
increase processing efficiency? Perhaps, prior to learn- mance, and learning might serve to bring the templates
ing, many of the so-called selective neurons were in used by human observers closer to the ideal ones. Al-
fact broadly tuned to objects, and learning reduces the though this idea is plausible, until recently it has been
responsiveness of these neurons because they carry difficult to test because there were no satisfactory meth-
relatively little information. However, even weakly selec- ods for inferring the templates used by human observ-
tive cells potentially can provide some information that ers. Recently, though, researchers have used reverse
leads to better object discrimination, so it is not obvious correlation techniques to map templates, or ªbehavioral
why removing these responses ought to improve dis- receptive fields,º used in visual discrimination tasks
crimination. Instead, one might have expected learning (Neri et al., 1999; Gold et al., 2000). Although these tech-
niques have not yet been adapted to study learning,to result in better utilization of the information carried
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they potentially could enable us to see how receptive
fieldsÐof single cells and of entire observersÐchange
with learning.
Rainer and Miller suggest that learning-related alter-
ations in physiological responses of PF neurons may be
due to selective strengthening of connections between
PF neurons and neurons earlier in the visual system
(e.g., area IT). Much of the electrophysiological and neu-
roimaging work to date has focused on activation in
isolated regions of the visual system, not on interactions
across brain regions. It is becoming increasingly clear
that systems of interactive analyses are critical for a
complete understanding of perceptual and cognitive
processes. An example of one such analysis is seen
within the context of neuroimaging. McIntosh and col-
leagues have asked not just what part of the brain ªlights
up,º but how different brain regions interact with one
another, and how those interactions relate to perfor-
mance (Horwitz et al., 1999). Although the spatial resolu-
tion of positron emission tomography (PET) and func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) necessitate
that questions are addressed at a different level of analy-
sis than with single-cell electrophysiology, recent tech-
nological advances are enabling the combination of
electrophysiology and neuroimaging. Thus, one can
imagine combining the best of both worldsÐfine grained
analyses of neuronal responses within particular cortical
regions, and investigations of the functional interactions
across those regions.
A thorough understanding of perceptual learning will
require the integration of the best aspects of psycho-
physics and physiology. Rainer and Miller's study pro-
vides an excellent example of what can be accom-
plished when one takes this approach. Their results
provide a significant advance in our understanding of the
neural mechanisms associated with perceptual learning
and suggest a possible physiological basis for learning-
related behavioral changes.
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